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Background

Access to primary education is basic to human development and the maintenance of democratic institutions.\textsuperscript{1,2} The achievement of mass education, or 90\% of school-aged children attending primary school, also affects demographic changes associated with national development.\textsuperscript{3,4,5} Despite these benefits, girls’ net primary enrollment rates are < 90\% in 60 of 144 countries and trail those of boys in a plurality countries with available data.\textsuperscript{6}

The causes of girls’ primary educational deficits may overlap with the causes of girls’ deficits on other dimensions of human development.\textsuperscript{7} For example, some scholars attribute girls’ excess mortality to poverty, low urbanization, inadequate public services, and the under-representation of women in public life.\textsuperscript{8,9,10} Debates also persist about whether Islam affects girls’ excess mortality and other aspects of human development after accounting for economic conditions and women’s status in society.\textsuperscript{8,11,12,13,14,15,16}

Debates about whether or how Islam influences girls’ human development unfortunately rely on conjecture, interpretations of Islamic doctrine rather than local practice,\textsuperscript{12} and localized research.\textsuperscript{17,18} Scholars also have not examined specifically whether or how Islam influences girls’ educational deficits, taking into account regional variation in the practice of Islam and in socio-economic and political circumstances. This project will fill these gaps in research and thereby promote an understanding of Islam’s effects on an important dimension of human development and condition of democracy.

Data and Method

A macro-comparative analysis of the structural conditions associated with net primary
enrollment rates of girls, and with girls’-to-boys’ net primary enrollment rates will be conducted. Crude associations of these outcomes and the following variables will be assessed: population prevalence of Islam (by Sect), women’s representation in public life (% of ministerial positions held by women, adult female-to-male literacy rates, share of formal labor force that is women), economic conditions (gross domestic product per capita, distribution of individual incomes relative to equality, % of population urbanized, public expenditures per student as % of GDP per capita), and world region. Multivariate methods will be used to assess whether any crude association of the prevalence of Islam and each outcome remains after adjusting for measures of economic development, women’s public status, and region. An interaction between region and religion will be added to assess whether adjusted associations of Islam and each outcome vary by region. Data will come from public sources of the Central Intelligence Agency, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, and UN Development Program. This analysis will include over 110 countries representing all world regions.
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